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Complex Digital CircuitsSpringer, 2019

	
		This textbook is designed for a second course on digital systems, focused on the design of digital circuits.  It was originally designed to accompany a MOOC (Massive Open Online Course) created at the Autonomous University of Barcelona (UAB), currently available on the Coursera platform.  Readers will learn to develop...
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Multivariable Control Systems: An Engineering Approach (Advanced Textbooks in Control and Signal Processing)Springer, 2003

Multivariable control techniques solve issues of complex specification and modelling errors elegantly but the complexity of the underlying mathematics is much higher than presented in traditional single-input, single-output control courses.

Multivariable Control Systems focuses on control...
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HTML5 CanvasO'Reilly, 2011

	
		HTML5 Canvas offers developers the chance to create animated graphics in ordinary web browsers using common tools: HTML and JavaScript. Canvas is one of the most visible parts of HTML5, fueling demo after demo, game after game. It offers interactivity with great visuals, and provides tremendous freedom to do whatever you want in the...
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Java EE 6 Development with NetBeans 7Packt Publishing, 2011

	Java EE 6, the latest version of the Java EE specification, adds several new features
	to simplify enterprise application development. New versions of existing Java EE
	APIs have been included in this latest version of Java EE. JSF 2.0 greatly simplifies
	web application development. JPA 2.0 features a new criteria API and several other...
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Natural Language Annotation for Machine LearningO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		This book is intended as a resource for people who are interested in using computers to
	
		help process natural language. A natural language refers to any language spoken by
	
		humans, either currently (e.g., English, Chinese, Spanish) or in the past (e.g., Latin,
	
		ancient Greek, Sanskrit). Annotation refers to the process...
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The Relational Model for Database Management: Version 2Addison Wesley, 1990
Today, if you have a well-designed database management system, you have the keys to the kingdom of data processing and decision support. That is why there now exists a prototype machine whose complete design is based on the relational model. Its arithmetic hardware is a quite minor part of thearchitecture. In fact, the old term "computer...
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Java RulesPearson Education, 2001
Detailed yet accessible, Java™ Rules is a comprehensive reference for the application programmer who needs to master the intricacies of the Java™ programming language. Thoroughly describing the core of the Java programming language and the Java™ virtual machine (JVM™), Java™ Rules makes it...
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PDF Reference: Version 1.4 (3rd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2002
The official guide to the Portable Document Format.

This book details the most current specification of Adobe Systems' Portable Document Format (PDF), the de facto standard for electronic information exchange. PDF enables documents created on any platform or with any application to be reliably viewed and printed anywhere. More...
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Programming for the Java(TM) Virtual MachineAddison Wesley, 1999
The core of Java technology, the Java virtual machine is an  abstract computing machine that enables the Java platform to host applications  on any computer or operating system without rewriting or recompiling. Anyone  interested in designing a language or writing a compiler for the Java virtual  machine must have an in-depth...
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An Experimental Approach to CDMA and Interference Mitigation: From System Architecture to Hardware Testing through VLSI DesignSpringer, 2004

	The key of a successful approach to the complex issue of designing wireless terminals for present and future communication systems (usually addressed to as '3rd Generation and beyond') lies in a single 'magic' word: multidisciplinarity. This was actually the philosophy which inspired and drove a fruitful teamwork performed at...
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Developing Feeds with RSS and AtomO'Reilly, 2005
Perhaps the most explosive technological trend over the past two years has been blogging.  As a matter of fact, it's been reported that the number of blogs during that time has grown from 100,000 to 4.8 million-with no end to this growth in sight.   		 What's the technology that makes blogging tick?  The answer is RSS--a format that allows bloggers...
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Internet-based Control Systems: Design and Applications (Advances in Industrial Control)Springer, 2011

	The Internet plays a significant and growing role in real-time industrial manufacturing, scheduling and management. A considerable research effort has led to the development of new technologies that make it possible to use the Internet for supervision and control of industrial processes.


	Internet-based Control Systems...
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